
TeamUP
Developed for a new form of collaboration



02 03 · ITO Design
139



patents reflect the 
innovative power 
of ITO Design.

Founded in 1987. Located in Germany and Switzerland. Multi-
national team of talented designers. Fresh ideas. A multitude of 
patents. Award-winning designs. Working internationally with 
clients as far as the United States and Japan. And a constant 
drive to come up with better solutions.

About ITO Design



04 05 · Concept

It takes a strong 
idea to create  
an outstanding  
product.





Design a 
co-creative office 
chair based on 
our high-tech 
materials.”

•   create a new kind of chair for the office of the future
•  combine a special design with clever technique
•  solve mechanical challenges by using new materials

BASF design contest, May 2014:

06 07 · Briefing

For Armin Sander, CEO at ITO Design, it was of major importance to ring in a new 
era of communicative furniture, envisioning a chair that flexibly adapts to different 
forms of working, whether alone or in a team. Accordingly, the focus of the 
project was on three topics: cooperation, learning and social contacts.

Always on the lookout for new trends, the world’s most successful chemical 
company BASF arranges design contests for a variety of industries on a regular 
basis. In May 2014, designfabrik® held a competition for product designers to 
develop a chair fit for today’s changing office environments. The briefing asked 
competitors to

“



ITO Design met 
all requirements 
with an innovative 
chair concept.
And won the design contest.



Counting on BASF to help with their 
technical know-how and material 
expertise, the missing piece was a 
partner for implementation. 
Fortunately, ITO Design was able 
to spark interest of renowned 
manu facturer Interstuhl.

08 09 · Cooperation



Having Interstuhl 
on board turns a 
vision into reality.



10 11 · Development

Exploring the  
possibilities:  
From trial and  
error to success

ITO Design gets to work

When a new concept is brought to life, it is important 
to test how every aspect can be made possible. In  
an ergonomic study, ITO Design built several rough  
prototypes from only a few provisional pieces in order 
to simulate the usage: How well does the privacy 
shield work; is there enough space to sit comfortably; 
do the chairs collide with each other?

An especially critical factor in this project was the  
folding mechanism of the side wings. The vaulted  
space required a certain curvature and the right  
material that would not wear down easily.  
In addition, the cushion space had to remain free of 
winkles in every folding state. It took many trials to 
solve these challenges.





Product designers built a rudimentary prototype. 
The piece consisted of a seat that was joined 
together with a plastic web. Its main purpose 
was to test different aspects of the ergonomics  
in order to determine the ideal height of the 
chair back and to ensure there would be enough 
room for lateral movement.

12 13 · Development



Exact measurement was required where the seat shell is joined 
with the stillage. Roller wheels were developed with high 
performance synthetics that guaranteed an ideal grip and great 
sliding properties. It was also important to optimize the center of 
gravity: The chair had to be easy to tilt but hard to tip over.



14 15 · Development



For the development of the magnetic lock on 
the side, the designers used a heated metal 
punch to fuse the felt sheathing surrounding 
the magnet – the temperature had to be 
optimized in order to not damage the magnet.



Meet the TeamUP
Communicative, functional, fl exible: 
TeamUP combines a conference 
chair’s mobility with an armchair’s 
comfort, fi t for every situation.

16 17 · TeamUP



Mobility at its best: Innovative materials make 
the TeamUP extremely lightweight, while its 
anti-skid rollers ensure ideal sliding properties. 
The polyurethane foam cushion provides 
optimum comfort, no matter who sits in the 
chair. Depending on the user’s preference, 
the table can be easily confi gured to either 
side of the chair.



18 19 · TeamUP





Whether a task calls for focused working or it’s time to TeamUP – 
the chair is adaptable to any situation. Folding up its side elements 
creates instant privacy and an ideal atmosphere for learning and 
concentration tasks. When team work is required, the TeamUP’s 
magnetic elements join up to four chairs into a circle, bringing 
the group together while shielding it from distractions.

20 21 · TeamUP

Whether a task calls for focused working or it’s time to TeamUP – 
the chair is adaptable to any situation. Folding up its side elements 
creates instant privacy and an ideal atmosphere for learning and 
concentration tasks. When team work is required, the TeamUP’s 
magnetic elements join up to four chairs into a circle, bringing 
the group together while shielding it from distractions.

For individuals and team players





22 23 · More products

Twelve brand 
new creations
by ITO Design



1000
Kinnarps, Sweden

Fern
Haworth, United States

TeamUP
Interstuhl, Germany

FF
Itoki, Japan

Kineo
Forma 5, Spain

Mickey
Profi m, Poland

Wyspa Table
Profi m, Poland

Violle
Profi m, Poland

Align
Fursys, South Korea

Treo
Therm-a-Rest, United States

Tensa Next
König + Neurath, Germany

Uno
Therm-a-Rest, United States



ITO Design Germany · Phone +49 911 39335-0
mail@ito-design.com · www.ito-design.com

ITO Design Switzerland · Phone +41 41 781 45 65
mail@ito-design.ch · www.ito-design.ch

In cooperation with our partners:


